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ABSTRACT
Collaborative Filtering (CF) based recommender systems of-
ten suffer from the sparsity problem, particularly for new
and inactive users when they use the system. The emerging
trend of social networking sites and their accommodation
in other sites like e-commerce can potentially help allevi-
ate the sparsity problem with their provided social relation
data. In this paper, we have particularly explored a new
kind of social relation, the membership, and its combined
effect with friendship. The two type of heterogeneous social
relations are fused into the CF recommender via a factor-
ization process. Due to the two relations’ respective proper-
ties, we adopt different fusion strategies: regularization was
leveraged for friendship and collective matrix factorization
(CMF) was proposed for incorporating membership. We fur-
ther developed a unified model to combine the two relations
together and tested it with real large-scale datasets at five
sparsity levels. The experiment has not only revealed the
significant effect of the two relations, especially the member-
ship, in augmenting recommendation accuracy in the sparse
data condition, but also identified the ability of our fusing
model in achieving the desired fusion performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Retrieval and Search—Information Filtering

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
Social relationships, membership, friendship, factorization,
regularization
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of the internet, people are con-

stantly confronted with overwhelming amount of informa-
tion and choices. Recommender systems have therefore been
widely developed to effectively support users’ decision-making
process in such situations, for example, when they are de-
ciding which music to listen to on Last.fm, which product to
buy on Amazon, which people to connect with on Facebook,
and so on.

However, most recommender systems perform not so ac-
curate for the inactive or new users as they have only ex-
pressed few ratings or interacted with few items. With such
sparse data, it is indeed hard to make accurate recommen-
dations if the system purely relies on users’ ratings or their
interaction records. To address this problem, other types
of information sources have been increasingly incorporated
into the process of improving recommendations. In particu-
lar, social relationship data have been regarded potentially
valuable because the relation (e.g., an inactive user’s con-
nection with his friends) could be usefully applied to find
the user’s like-minded neighbors and hence address the rat-
ing sparsity limitation. In fact, in current social media sites
(e.g., Last.fm), a user might be associated with different
types of social relations. For example, he may create a friend
list (e.g., the friendship) which is in nature a bidirectional
relationship as two parties should approve this connection.
The user could also join in an interest group, to establish
membership with others whom he may do not know in the
offline life.

The focus of this paper is thus on in-depth investigating
the respective roles of friendship and membership in aug-
menting the collaborative recommending process. In this
regard, although some researchers have lately attempted to
fuse friendship to boost Collaborative Filtering (CF) based
recommenders [7, 10, 13], few have fused membership or
combine it with friendship to make item recommendation
(though the membership has been leveraged to make com-
munity recommendation, i.e., recommending to the user in-
terest groups or communities that s/he may be interested in
joining [19, 2]). The difference of membership from friend-
ship in nature lies that it involves two types of entities: users
and groups, while friendship only involves one: users. More-
over, joining a group can be a direct indicator of the user’s
specific interest in that group’s topic, but friendship might
be vague because two people can have various reasons to add
each other as friends [1].

Given the limitation of related works (see detailed discus-
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sion in next section) and the vacancy of utilizing membership
for making item recommendations in the general domain of
recommender systems, we have been driven to answer the
following questions:

1. How to effectively incorporate membership in combi-
nation with friendship, into item recommendation pro-
cess, and take advantage of their respective pros, and
would the popular regularization model of the factor-
ization be applicable for achieving the goal?

2. How the fusion effect would be particularly in the sparse
data condition (i.e., with few of users’ interaction data
with items)? The answer to this question could help
identify whether the fusion of social relations, via the
appropriate modeling, could in practice address the
cold-start problem.

3. State-of-the-art works mainly focus on minimizing the
rating prediction error, but in most of real applica-
tions, explicit ratings are often unavailable. The ques-
tion is then how effective it would when fusing so-
cial relations with implicit data (e.g., users’ visiting
records) for the purpose of generating top-N recom-
mendation?

To reach our objectives, we have first done analysis on
the different properties of one mode relations (e.g. friend-
ship, trust relation) and bipartite relations (e.g. member-
ship). We have then proposed a factorization based fusing
framework to process the two types of relation data given
their respective properties: collective matrix factorization
applied for fusing membership, and regularization model for
friendship. It shows that this framework obtains superior
results than fusing both relations in a unique regulariza-
tion model. We have further tested the framework in a real
large-scale dataset from Last.fm. The experiment indicates
that membership is more effective than friendship in boost-
ing the recommendation accuracy, and fusing them together
can further increase the accuracy. On the other hand, since
our fusing framework is based on implicit matrix factoriza-
tion with implicit binary data as input, for the first time in
this area, we have proved that social relation data can be
effective in boosting top-N recommendation in the implicit
rating condition.

In the following content, we first introduce related work
and indicate their limitations. We then analyze the pros and
cons of two typical fusing frameworks, and identify factoriza-
tion as our fusing framework for membership. The algorithm
steps follow with details of strategies we have proposed to
deal with friendship and membership respectively. In the
experiment part, we present the results of comparing the
fusing algorithm with baseline methods and testing the role
of social relation data at varied sparsity levels. At the end,
we conclude our work and summarize the major findings.

2. RELATED WORK
Because traditional user-based or item-based Collabora-

tive Filtering (CF) algorithms often suffer from sparse and
imbalance of rating data, researchers have started to incor-
porate other kinds of data sources. For example, [3] pro-
posed to use trust in web-based social networks to create
predictive movie recommendations. The trust value was ob-
tained by requiring users to specify how much they trust the

people they know. [11] proposed a factor analysis approach
based on the probabilistic graphical model, which fuses the
user-item matrix with the users’ social trust networks by
sharing a common latent low-dimensional user feature ma-
trix.

However, given the difficulty of obtaining actual trust rela-
tions in the real online environment, some researchers have
attempted to utilize friendship because it is easier to ob-
tain in the social networking sites. For instance, Konstas
[8] adopted Random Walk with Restart to model the friend-
ship and social annotation (tagging) in a music track recom-
mendation system. In a Munich-based German community,
friends are compared to neighbors of collaborative filtering
for predicting ratings [4]. Their results showed that the so-
cial friendship can benefit the traditional recommender sys-
tem. [6] also proposed an online social recommender system
to use the friends’ info for generating recommendations. Re-
garding membership, it has been mainly adopted to make
people/affiliation recommendation, not item recommenda-
tion, in the related work. [18] used membership for recom-
mending online communities to members in the Orkut social
network. [2] focused on recommending communities through
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and association rule min-
ing techniques. Indeed, few have utilized both friendship and
membership, as auxiliary information, to boost the accuracy
of item recommendation.

From the algorithm’s aspect, Matrix Factorization (MF)
technique can be an alternative and potentially more effec-
tive tool for fusing the social relation data, but unfortunately
no much work has been done to deeply explore its role. The
low-rank matrix factorization methods were actually origi-
nally proposed to train user-item matrix, under the assump-
tion that only a small number of factors influences prefer-
ences, and that a user’s preference vector is determined by
how each factor applies to that user [15] [16]. Lately, some
researchers have attempted to adopt MF to fuse trust or
friend relations. For example, Ma et al. proposed STE,
which is a linear combination of basic matrix factorization
and a trust network based approach [10]. In their follow-up
work [12], two social regularization terms were defined to
constrain the matrix factorization objective function, with
the goal of effectively fusing the friends’ info in MF. Rather
than factorizing a single user-item (e.g. user-movie) matrix,
[17] introduced Collective Matrix Factorization (CMF) to
incorporate the factorization of movie-genre matrix simul-
taneously when factorizing user-movie matrix. However, ac-
cording to our knowledge, this approach haven’t been used
in factorizing social relationships and its ability in handling
social data is unknown.

As a matter of fact, from surveying related literatures, we
found that little attention has been paid to developing MF-
based algorithms for specifically processing the two types
of social relation data: friendship and membership. Though
some algorithms were proposed to fuse the friends’ info, they
did not essentially take the advantage of explicit membership
network among users. In addition, less focuses have been on
in-depth studying the respective impacts of friendship and
membership on augmenting item recommendations.

In this paper, we have been therefore engaged in address-
ing the limitations from both actions of incorporating mem-
bership and developing the algorithm. We have not only
measured the effect of membership on improving item rec-
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ommendation, but also investigated how to optimally fuse
the social relations via the matrix factorization technique.

3. FUSING SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS INTO
RECOMMENDERS

Before introducing our fusing framework, first we make a
classification for the datasets used for recommendation, and
then introduce our fusing framework.

3.1 One Mode VS. Bipartite Data
We classify the data into two class: one mode data and

bipartite data. One mode data means the dataset only con-
tains one type of entity, e.g. in user-user friendship data,
user-user trust relation data, there is only one type of en-
tity, that is user. Bipartite data means the data set contains
two type of entities, in most of the cases, one is user and the
other is item, for example, user’s rating on items, user’s par-
ticipation in social groups, etc.

For the one mode data, it describes the relation between
entities, and which can be considered as a indicator of close-
ness, e.g. if there is a link between two entities, then we
think the two entities are more closer. Because of this,
most state-of-the-art works [12, 11, 7] leverage regulariza-
tion model to fusing the one mode data by minimizing the
gap between the taste of a user and the taste of her/his
friends.

However, for the bipartite data, we argue that it different
from the one mode data in that a user explicitly described
the interesting topics of oneself by interaction with items,
which is absent in one mode data and suitable for a fac-
torization process, which can effectively factorize user-item
relations into two components and obtained a user latent fac-
tor model and a item latent factor model. By contrary, if we
try to handle bipartite data in the manner of regularization,
firstly we need to do the one-mode projection, i.e., trans-
form the user-group relationship into user-user relationship.
The one-mode projection is always less informative than the
bipartite representation, for example, user u1 and user u2

joined group a, and user u1 and user u3 joined another group
b, group a and group b are two different groups with differ-
ent discussion topics. If we convert this data into a social
relation graph, then u1 will has one link with u2, and also
has a link with u3. From the transitivity’s perspective, u2

and u3 should share some common interests, while the fact
is not.

In a word, for social relations of bipartite data type, e.g.
membership, in order to better leverage the full informa-
tion in the user-group data, we leverage the CMF approach
to factorize them directly into user factors and group-topic
factors. Our experiments also prove that the performance
of factorization approach for fusing bipartite is better than
regularization approach, and regularization is better than
factorization when dealing with one mode data.

3.2 Implicit Factorization based Social Fusion
A typical factorization model [9] computes a user-factor

vector xu for each user u, and an item-factor vector yi for
each item i. Then the rating prediction for user u to item
i is based on the inner product of corresponding user-factor
and item-factor, i.e., rui = xT

u yi. However, when handling
implicit data, there are two distinctions from factorizing ex-
plicit ratings accordign to [5]: firstly, the factor model is

tailored for implicit data by associating the data with vary-
ing confidence levels; secondly, optimization should account
for all u, i pairs, which means that no matter whether the
cell is ’1’ or ’0’, they should be taken into consideration.
Thus, factors are computed by minimizing the following cost
function:

min
u∗,i∗

∑

u,i

cui(pui − xT
u yi)

2 + λ(
∑

u

‖xu‖2 +
∑

i

‖yi‖2) (1)

where pui measures user u’s preference on item i. If user
u ’touched’ or ’clicked’ this item, then pui = 1, otherwise
pui = 0; cui is the confidence level indicating how much a
user prefers an item. The confidence level can be computed
by the time a user spends on an item, or the frequency a
user interacts with an item. In this paper, because the input
user-item matrix is a strictly binary matrix, and there is no
additional “time” or “frequency”data available, the cui is set
to 1 for all the user-item pairs.

As the cost function contains m ∗n terms, where m is the
number of users and n is the number of items, in order to
reduce the computation cost, [5] adopted alternating-least-
squares (ALS) for this optimization process, and addressed
the computation problem by exploiting the structure of the
variables. Their analytic expressions for xu and yi that min-
imize the cost function in equation 1 are described below:

xu = (Y T CuY + λI)−1Y T Cup(u) (2)

yi = (XT CiX + λI)−1XT Cip(i) (3)

In these equations, Cu denote a diagonal n ∗ n matrix,
where Cu

ii = cui, and define the vector p(u) that contains all
the preferences of u (the pui pairs). Throughout this paper,
the above approach was called the baseline MF for short.

3.2.1 Fusing Friendship by Regularization
In this section, we describe how we integrate friendship

into the before-mentioned matrix factorization framework.
For friendship with only one type of entity, we can not

effectively factorize it into two components. Instead, we use
it as constraints to the user-item matrix factorization, and
aim at minimizing the gap between the taste of a user and
the average taste of her/his friends via the regularization
model [7, 12].

min
u∗,i∗

∑

u,i

cui(pui − xT
u yi)

2 + λ(
∑

u

‖xu‖2 +
∑

i

‖yi‖2)+

λf (‖xu − 1

|F (u)|
∑

f∈F (u)

xf‖2)
(4)

We add the regularization term for the friendship in order
to minimize the gap. λf is the coefficient of the friendship
regularization (hereafter this approach is named MF.F for
short). We also adopt alternating-least-squares (ALS) in
this optimization process. The new analytic expression for
xu was generated based on 4:

xu = (Y T CuY +(λ+λf )I)−1(Y T Cup(u)+λf
1

|F (u)|
∑

f∈F (u)

xf )

(5)
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For the expression of yi, it remains the same as in Equa-
tion 3.

3.2.2 Fusing Membership by Factorization
Compared to the friendship that only involves one single

type of entity (users), the membership involves two types
of entities (users and groups) which reflect users’ participa-
tion in groups. Therefore, the user-item interaction matrix
can be directly factorized into two components - the “user”
latent factors and “group” factors, indicating users’ prefer-
ences over groups and groups’ distribution on latent features.
Therefore, we adopt Collective Matrix Factorization [17] for
this purpose, and name this approach MF.M in short. The
experimental results (in Section 4) prove that factorization
model is more effective than the regularization model in fus-
ing membership.

The formula of fusing membership into factorization is
formally as follows:

α min
u∗,i∗

∑

u,i

cui(pui − xT
u yi)

2 + λ(
∑

u

‖xu‖2 +
∑

i

‖yi‖2)+

(1 − α) min
u∗,g∗

∑

u,g

c∗ug(p∗
ug − xT

u zg)2 + λ(
∑

u

‖xu‖2 +
∑

i

‖zg‖2)

(6)

where the parameter α is used to adjust the weight of user-
item matrix and user-group matrix in the factorization. Re-
fer to confidence level cui in factorizing user-item, we intro-
duce the c∗ug when factorizing user-group, which indicates
the confidence level of users’ preference towards groups. Sim-
ilar to cui’s setting, we set all the c∗ug to 1 for all the user-
group pairs because users’ participation history in groups
is a binary matrix. According to equation 6, the analytic
expression for xu is:

xu = (αY T CuY + (1 − α)ZT C∗uZ + λI)−1∗
(αY T Cup(u) + (1 − α)ZT C∗up∗(u))

(7)

Where C∗u and p∗(u) has a similar definition with Cu and
p(u) in equation . The expression for group factor zg is:

zg = (XT C∗gX + λI)−1XT C∗gp∗(g) (8)

For yi, it is the same as in Equation 3.
To compare the performance of fusing membership via

the factorization model versus the regularization model, we
also propose a fusing framework based on 4 (which is called
MF.M.REG for short). The idea is to convert user-group
matrix into user-user relationship with a weighted schema.
For example, if user u and user v have two common groups,
there is a link between user u and user v, with weight 2.

min
u∗,i∗

∑

u,i

cui(pui − xT
u yi)

2 + λ(
∑

u

‖xu‖2 +
∑

i

‖yi‖2)+

λn(‖xu − 1

|N(u)|
∑

n∈N(u)

wun ∗ xn‖2)
(9)

where λn is the coefficient of membership regularization,
N(u) is user u’s neighboring users who have common groups
with user u, xn is the neighbor’s factor, and wun is the
weight between the current user u and neighbor n, defined
as follows:

wun =
|CGun|∑

i∈N(u) |CGui| (10)

where CGun is the common groups between user u and n,
|CGun| is the size of common groups.

Similar to the equation 5, the analytic expression of this
model is in the following equation 11.

xu = (Y T CuY + (λ + λf )I)−1(Y T Cup(u)+

λn
1

|N(u)|
∑

n∈N(u)

wun ∗ xn) (11)

In order to see the factorization model’s effectiveness when
handling one mode data, we also apply the equation 6 on
friendship (a user-user binary matrix with ’1’ indicates the
friendship linkage), and compare it with fusing friendship by
regularization in equation 4.

3.2.3 Fusing Membership and Friendship Together
For the next step, it comes to derive the formula for fus-

ing friendship and membership simultaneously. As shown in
the following equation 4, we handle friendship by regular-
ization and deal with membership via the collective matrix
factorization (this unified fusion framework is called MF.FM
hereafter).

α min
u∗,i∗

∑

u,i

cui(pui − x
T
u yi)

2
+ λ(

∑

u

‖xu‖2
+

∑

i

‖yi‖2
) + λf (‖xu−

1

|F (u)|
∑

f∈F (u)

xf‖2
) + (1 − α) min

u∗,g∗

∑

u,g

c
∗
ug(p

∗
ug − x

T
u zg)

2

+λ(
∑

u

‖xu‖2
+

∑

i

‖zg‖2
)

(12)

So we generate the expression for xu based on 12:

xu = (αY T CuY + (1 − α)ZT C∗uZ + (λ + αλf )I)−1

(α(Y T Cup(u) + λf
1

|F (u)|
∑

f∈F (u)

xf ) + (1 − α)ZT C∗up∗(u))

(13)

For the item factor yi, it is the same as in Equation 3; and
for the group factor, it is the same as in Equation 8.

3.3 Making Top-N Recommendation
To generate a top-N item list for each user u, we assume

her/his candidate item set (items untouched by user) is φu,

and for each item i in φu, we calculate a predict score p
′
ui by

equation 14. We then rank items according to the predict
scores and recommend the top-N to this user:

p
′
ui = xT

u ∗ yi (14)

where xT
u and yi are user latent factor model and item latent

factor model respectively, as calculated by above-mentioned
fusing framework.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Datasets
Given that Last.fm (a worldwide popular social music site)

provides rich info about users’ social relations, we extracted
the data by accessing the site’s Web Service APIs: the mem-
bership which describes the user’s participation in groups
and the friendship between users. Furthermore, we think it
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(a) Lastfm data overview

Element Size

#user 100,000
#item 22,443
#group 24,562

#user-item pair 29,205,921
#user-group pair 837,132

#user-user friendship 382,563

(b) Dataset sparsity

Data Sparsity

train.10 99.91%
train.20 99.82%
train.30 99.74%
train.40 99.65%
train.50 99.57%

test 99.82%

Table 1: Description of LastFm dataset

is more meaningful to recommend artists instead of individ-
ual songs since user preference on artists would be more sta-
ble, so we use artist as the “item” in our recommendations.
In Last.fm, as there is no explicit rating data available, so we
use the implicit feedbacks and make top-N recommendation
instead of predicting ratings.

Concretely, we first crawled the user-item interaction data
and social relations from Last.fm, and then randomly sam-
pled 100K users from the dataset in order to evaluate our
recommendation algorithms. For our purpose, we use three
types of data sources as the input to our algorithms: user-
artist (item) binary matrix, user-group, and user-user (friend-
ship) data. Since we attempted to explore how social infor-
mation can help build user-item matrix when the data is at
different sparsity levels, we made the training and testing
set as follows: firstly, we randomly select 20% of user-item
pairs as the test set; then we randomly split the rest of the
data into 8 slices, each containing 10% user-item pairs. They
are incrementally combined to form the training sets with
different levels of sparsity. For example, train.10 contains
10% user-item pairs of the total data, and train.20 contains
20% user-item pairs of the whole data, etc. The details are
described in Table 1.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
We adopt standard metrics in the area of information re-

trieval to evaluate our recommenders. After training the
model, we recommend top-N (N = 5, 10, 15, 20 in our ex-
periments) items for each user. We then count the inter-
section set of the recommended top-N list with users’ test
set, and define the hit@N as the size of this intersection set.
Based on the definition of hit, we define recall and precision
in Equation 15 and Equaton 16.

1. Recall. The score measures the average (on all users)
of the proportion (in percentages) of artists from the
test sets that appear among the top n ranked list, for
some given n. It should be as high as possible for good
performance.

Recall@N =
hits@N

|T | (15)

where |T | is the size of each user’s test set.

2. Precision. This metric measures the proportion of
recommended items that are ground-truth items.

Precsion =
hits@N

|N | (16)

where |N | is the size of recommendation list.

4.3 Experimental Design and Results
In the experiment, we first select the most sparse dataset

train.10, to explore the impact of friendship network with
the change of the regularization term λf . We then uncover
the impact of membership on the performance of recommen-
dation when it was fused with factorization manner (CMF).
After that, we compare regularization and factorization’s
effectiveness when handling one mode and bipartite data,
and identify the pros and cons of the two approach. After
this, we look into the combinational effect of fusing member-
ship and friendship together, and their overall performance,
and compare three types of fusing strategies (MF.F, MF.M,
MF.FM) with the baseline MF. Finally, we are interested in
exploring the effect of fusing social relation data into user-
item matrix when it was at different levels of sparsity.

Since our primary goal was to explore the effect of social
relationships on augmenting the performance of the recom-
mendation, we only tune the social relation related parame-
ters, such as λf for MF.F, λn for MF.M.REG, α for MF.M,
etc., while fixing other parameters. In the rest of the paper,
λ is default set to 0.015, and the size of user/item factors is
set to 10.

4.3.1 Impact of λf on Friendship Fusion

 0.014

 0.016

 0.018

 0.02

 0.022

 0.024

 0.026

 0.028

 0.03

 0.032

 0.01  0.1  1  10  100  1000

Alpha

MF.F.Recall5
MF.F.Recall10

MF.Recall5
MF.Recall10

(a) Impact of λf on recall

Figure 1: Impact of λf on friendship fusion

In equation 4, parameter λf controls the influence of
friendship network. Larger values of λf in the objective
function indicate more impact of the friendship on users’ be-
havior. λf equals to zero, making the model close to baseline
MF as shown in equation 1. However, very large values will
make a user’s feature vector very close to his/her neighbors’
feature vectors in the training stage.

Figures 1 illustrates the recall@5 and recall@10 changes
similarly when λf changes. On this training.10 data, the
best result of recall@5, recall@10, happens for λf = 500.
This value of λf is much larger than ordinary ones we seen
before (e.g. from 0.001 to 5 or so). The reason for such
large values of λf could be that the train.10 is much sparser
(99.91%) than the previous ones, which will cause severe
overfitting problem. In order to overcome the overfitting
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problem, the regularization term should play a much more
important role, thus the coefficient is larger than before. Our
further experiments also prove this, e.g., the train.50 with
denser data (99.57%), achieves the best performance when
λf = 1. Fusing friendship improves the recall@10 by 4.62%.

4.3.2 Impact of α on Membership Fusion
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 0.022
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MF.M.Recall5
MF.M.Recall10

MF.Recall5
MF.Recall10

(a) Impact of α on recall

Figure 2: Impact of α on membership fusion

Figure 2 reports the performance of fusing membership
via CMF. The parameter α plays an important role in con-
trolling how much the membership should be fused into the
factorization process. In extreme case, if we set the α to ’1’,
we only use the user-item binary matrix for making recom-
mendation; while if we set α to ’0’, the membership infor-
mation dominates the factorization process. Figure 2 shows
how the changes of α affect recommendation accuracy and
ranking quality.

From figure 2, we observe that the optimal result for re-
call@10 was get when α = 0.5, while the optimal α for re-
call@5 is 0.1. For the sake of simplicity, we mainly focus
on two metrics: recall@5, recall@10 to identify the best pa-
rameters for each algorithm. So in the above situation, α
= 0.5 is better than α = 0.1. Under optimal setting of α,
the recall@5 boosted 12.88% and recall@10 boosted 18.14%
than baseline MF.

Above experiments for parameters λf and α show that
purely using the behavioral data (user-item matrix) or purely
using the social relational data can not generate better per-
formance than appropriately integrating them together. Com-
pare with the beforementioned friendship fusion, apparently
the membership fusion by CMF is much better than friend-
ship fusion. Though the number of user-group pairs is about
twice as many as user-user friendship pairs, the impact of
membership fusion is four times better than friendship fu-
sion, which proves that the membership closely relates to
users’ preference. Another finding is that the membership
and friendship are both useful in top-N recommendation be-
sides minimizing rating prediction error.

4.3.3 Regularization VS. Factorizing
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Figure 3: Regularization VS. Factorization

Figure 3 compare the performance of regularization and
factorization when handling one mode data (friendship) and
bipartite data (membership). In this figure, each line here
represents the precision of the algorithm at a given recall.

From figure 3(a), we see that fusing friendship by regu-
larization (MF.F.Reg) is clearly better than fusing it with
factorization (MF.F.Fac), which proves our former assump-
tions that regularization model is good at minimizing the
gap between the taste of a user and the taste of her/his
friends. Vice versa, figure 3(b) proves that when handling
bipartite data like membership, factorization (CMF) out-
performs regularization-based model not only in accuracy
but also in computation efficiency. Since in MF.M.REG,
when converting user-group to pairwise user-user relations,
there is a pre-processing step and its complexity is O(|U |2),
where |U | is the number of users. By contrast, CMF-based
algorithm (MF.M) does not have this step.

In a word, the above results exhibit the advantages of fac-
torization model in fusing bipartite data and regularization
model in handling one mode data, thus prove our assump-
tion that membership is different from friendship in nature,
thus need a new way to treat this type of information.

4.3.4 Fusing Friendship and Membership Together
From the above figures we know that each type of so-

cial relationship can augment recommendation quality when
fusing them in a proper way, especially the membership in-
formation. In this section, we want to further explore the
results by fusing two heterogeneous social information to-
gether by the approach MF.FM.

Firstly, we look into figure 4(a), which compares MF.FM’s
performance with other two fusing models and the baseline
MF when the size of recommendation changes from 5 to 20.
We can see that no matter how long the size of recommen-
dation is, fusing social relation is better than baseline MF.
What’s more, fusing both types of social relationship to-
gether (MF.FM) outperforms fusing the friendship or mem-
bership separately. The best result of MF.FM increased
the recall@5 by 20.56%, while fusing friendship alone has
no impact on recall@5, and fusing membership alone raises
the recall@5 by 12.88%. Obviously, the combinational ef-
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Figure 4: Fusing results of membership and friend-
ship

fect (MF.FM is 59.6% improvement over MF.M) of fusing
two heterogeneous data together is much more effective than
fusing each alone in this sparse condition.

In figure 4(b), again, it confirms that MF.FM outperforms
the other fusing algorithms and the baseline MF in terms of
precision and recall. Moreover, we notice that combinational
effect of membership and friendship is obvious, because the
improvement of MF.FM is clearly larger than the sum of
improvement of MF.F and MF.M. For instance, in table ??,
let us look at recall@10 of train.10 data, the improvement
of MF.MF is 22.84% while the sum of MF.F and MF.M
is 20.45%. According to this observation, we believe that
membership and friendship is complementary to each other
on this very sparse data, and our model MF.FM is a suitable
way to fuse them together.

4.3.5 Impact of Sparsity on Social Fusion
We were also interested in seeing the effect of social re-

lationship when the sparsity of behavioral matrix changes.
So we repeated our experiments on 5 training datasets with
different sparsity levels as shown in table 1.

Figure 5(a) illustrates the recall on different datasets. The
x-axis is the sparsity level, 10 means that the training data
contains 10% user-item pairs of the total dataset, and the
y-axis is the value of recall@5 metric. We found that on the
most sparse data, the effects of friendship and membership
are quite obvious, while as the training data becomes denser,
the effect begins to decrease. On train.20 and train.30, so-
cial relations still play a positive role in recommendation,
while on train.40, the effect of fusing social data is often
ignored. Furthermore, on train.50, in some cases, partic-
ularly for MF.FM algorithm, the result of social fusion is
even worse than baseline MF. Our explanation for this phe-
nomenon is that the user-item behavioral matrix is the best
data source to reflect users’ preferences on items. Only when
user-item is very sparse, other auxiliary information like so-
cial relationships will be good in inducing users’ taste. If
user-item matrix is dense enough, the introducing of auxil-
iary data sources will bring in noise in modeling users’ pref-
erences therefore impaired the performance of recommenda-
tion. This is similar to [14]’s work which proves that even 10
ratings of a new movie are more valuable than its metadata
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Method Rec@5 Rec@10 Rec@15 Rec@20

Train.10: MF .016 .029 .041 .052
MF F (λ = 500) .016(0) .030(4.62) .043(3.98) .054(3.88)
MF M(α = 0.5) .018(12.88).034(18.14).048(17.8).061(17.96) )

MF M REG(λ = 0.01) .016(0) .030(2.31) .042(2.15) .053(2.31)
MF F M(α = 0.5) .019(20.56).036(22.84).050(22.31) .063(21.32)

Train.20: MF .021 .039 .055 .069
MF F (λ = 1000) .022(5.17) .041(4.02) .057(3.52) .071(3.26)
MF M(α = .4) .023(8.27) .042(6.87) .058(6.37) .073(6.15)

MF F M(α = .4) .023(9.44) .042(7.93) .059(7.21) .073(6.83)

Train.30: MF .026 .046 .064 .080
MF F (λ = 1000) .026(2.30) .047(1.60) .065(1.47) .080(1.17)
MF M(α = 0.5) .027(4.13) .048(2.94) .066(2.68) .082(2.71)

MF F M(α = 0.5) .027(3.31) .048(2.83) .066(2.63) .082(2.53)

Train.40: MF .030 .052 .072 .089
MF F (λ = 10) .030(-.33) .052(-.15) .072(-.13) .089(-.30)

MF M(α = 0.6) .030(-.03) .053(.86) .072(.85) .090(.79)
MF F M(α = 0.6) .030(.70) .053(.76) .072(.61) .089(.55)

Train.50: MF .033 .058 .078 .096
MF F (λ = 1) .033(.57) .058(.19) .078(-.04) .096(.13)

MF M(α = 0.6) .033(.36) .058(.16) .078(.08) .096(.39)
MF F M(α = 0.6) .033(-.39) .057(-.55) .078(-.29) .096(-.17)

Table 2: Recall of fusing algorithms on five datasets

for predicting user ratings. In short, the users’ behavioral
data on items is the most proper data source which directly
reflect users’ preferences on items.

4.3.6 Overall Accuracy Comparison
Finally, as recall is the primary metric in top-N recommen-

dation [5], table 2 listed the best recall in the five datasets
at different sparsity levels. The number in the bracket is the
improvement of corresponding algorithms compared with
baseline MF in each dataset.

From these results, we can derive several insights. First
of all, in the implicit feedback dataset, the social relation-
ships are found very helpful in augmenting recommendation
accuracy, especially under the sparse data condition. Partic-
ularly, the membership, which contains users’ participation
history in groups, is shown better than friendship in boost-
ing top-N recommendation accuracy. On the other hand, as
the user-item matrix becomes denser, the impact of social
relationships decrease, and in some cases, it may be harm-
ful especially when fusing two type of relations together by
MF.FM.
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5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, in this paper, we have targeted to address

the sparsity problem for new and inactive users by intro-
ducing social relation data. To be concrete, we have first
examined the two types of relations (membership and friend-
ship), and proposed a fusing framework to incorporate the
two heterogeneous data. According to our analysis and ex-
periments, we found the regularization model is suitable for
one mode data, and factorization model is good at fusing
bipartite data. Since there is not too much work on fusing
social relation with implicit data, our method was compared
to the baseline implicit matrix factorization approach in the
experiment. Moreover, the experiment assessed the perfor-
mance of different fusion methods at varied sparsity data lev-
els. The distinguished effectiveness of social relationships in
the sparse data condition was demonstrated. More notably,
the significant role of membership in achieving the goal was
identified, as well as the combined effect of heterogeneous re-
lations in very sparse data. On the other hand, in the dense
data condition, the social relations did not show significant
improvement on recommendation accuracy. Furthermore,
the combinational effect of fusing membership and friend-
ship together is oblivious on sparse data, as the data become
denser, it disappears. In conclusion, these findings illustrate
meaningful insights for social recommendation, and verify
the significant impact of social relations on addressing the
sparsity problem.
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